Indocyanine Green-Labeled Polysarcosine for in Vivo Photoacoustic Tumor Imaging.
Photoacoustic (PA) imaging has been considered an attractive imaging modality for sensitive and in-depth imaging of biomolecules with a high resolution in vivo. PA imaging probes utilizing fluorescence dyes, including indocyanine green (ICG), have been proposed to enhance PA signal intensity. On the other hand, nanomicelles modified with polysarcosine (PSar), a biocompatible hydrophilic polymer, on their surface have previously achieved rapid tumor uptake, suggesting active transport of PSar into tumor tissues. Thus, we hypothesized that PSar-based materials might be utilized as diagnostic probes for targeting tumors and therefore evaluated the potential of PSar labeled with an ICG derivative, ICG-PSar, as a PA imaging probe for targeting cancer. In this study, ICG-PSars with differing molecular weights (10, 20, and 30 kDa) were synthesized. In vitro cellular uptake studies using ICG-PSar demonstrated rapid uptake in colon26 tumor cells partially via macropinocytosis-mediated endocytosis. In vivo fluorescence imaging and biodistribution study indicated that ICG-PSar30k exhibited high accumulation in the tumor (8.4% dose/g), with high tumor-to-blood ratios reaching 4.6 at 24 h post injection of the probe. Finally, in vivo PA imaging studies showed that PA signal increased in tumors (251%) but not in blood vessels, achieving high contrast tumor imaging at 24 h after ICG-PSar30k probe injection. These results suggest that ICG-PSar has potential as a tumor-targeting PA imaging probe.